The purpose of this Service Announcement is to inform customers that the IP addresses for all environments (Customer Development Service (CDS), Legacy CDS and Production) of London Stock Exchange Millennium trading, TRADEcho, and modularised Group Ticker Plant (GTP) systems in the new data centre are now available on the website.

The first environment to be available for customer testing in the new data centre will be the new London Stock Exchange Millennium trading and modularised GTP CDS, scheduled for early Q2 2022. Further Service Announcements will be released to provide updates on the migration including details on the enablement process.

London Stock Exchange Millennium trading and modularised GTP production services will cut over to the new data centre on Saturday 27 August 2022. The first trading day is scheduled for Tuesday 30 August 2022, customers will need to connect to the new data centre from this date as the existing data centre will no longer be operational.

The CDS and Legacy CDS services that run out of the existing data centre will cease to be operational on the same date. Customers will need to connect to the new data centre to access both environments.

TRADEcho Approved Publication Arrangement (APA) and TRADEcho GTP market data service cut-over date will be announced in due course.

The Connectivity guides have been updated and are available at:

- London Stock Exchange: Technical library Trade - Resources | London Stock Exchange, section Data Centre Migration
  - MIT1001 - Connectivity Guide
  - MIT401 - Guide to Reference Data Service
  - DCM001 - LSEG New Data Centre - New IP Addresses for all Markets and Environments

- TRADEcho: Technical library Trade - Resources | London Stock Exchange, section Data Centre Migration
  - TRADEcho Connectivity Guide

- Group Ticker Plant (GTP): Group Ticker Plant | LSEG section Data Centre Migration
  - GTP004 - LSEG New Data Centre - GTP Market Data Parameters Guide
London Stock Exchange – Data Centre Migration – New IP Addresses

Customers should note that the new DCM001 - LSEG New Data Centre - New IP Addresses for all Markets and Environments document provides the full range of trading and market data IP addresses allocated to all markets & products, and all environments.
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Additional Information

If you have any queries, please contact your Technical Account Manager on +44(0)20 7797 3939 or londontam@lseg.com.

An archive of previously issued service announcements is available in the technical library section of London Stock Exchange’s Internet site http://www.londonstockexchange.com/techlib.

Customers are reminded that London Stock Exchange may broadcast test data from its Production environment at the weekends which should be discarded and not processed.

Customers are reminded that London Stock Exchange may extend or re-enter the Post Close session for instruments or segments in order to perform necessary end of day activities.